Gen Z and the 21st Century TCK Workshop
Welcome to the Workshop
Now that you have journeyed with us in our presentation …
Let’s do some comparisons:

Millennials

Gen Z

▪

Sheltered

▪

Dangerous World

▪

Economic Expansion

▪

Great Recession

▪

Team with Leader

▪

Individual with collaborators

▪

Meaningful work

▪

Tech savvy / new ideas

▪
▪

Immediate feedback
Globally minded

▪

Globally Concerned, Locally involved

▪

Prefer individualized work

▪

Like a flat, open work environment

▪

Seek mentors

environment
▪

Face to face interaction

All Gen Z vs. Gen Z TCKs
Hypervigilance
Anxiety
Responsibility of Control
Extensive Relationship Banks

Increased time in the passport country
= less attachment
More short termers = more hidden
immigrants

Expanded
Worldview

Paradigm for engagement =
cognitive to emotive to active

Global vs. Local . . . not a “Think
globally; act locally”

Suffering

Witness great amounts of
suffering;
“Pure” vs. “Shallow”;
1st world problems

Witnessed in person vs. virtually

Mobility

Relationships Juxtaposition of guardedness
and extensive vulnerability;
Strong family ties

Contextualization of time vs. place;
Stable community - small and highly
defined vs. little motivation to invest
in stability

Cross
Cultural
Skills

Center point for cultural differences;
Code switch easily;
High cultural intelligence that is
developmental; Great observational
skills, but seldom apply them to
their own passport culture--the

Less likely to Prejudge;
Heightened respect for
authentic culture;
Linguistically adept

place they are most often off
balance
Identity

Identity in Flux; Multiple views
of self; Culturally blended
families;
Global cultural collection

Incorporation of multiple cultures;
Multiple thought processes

Generational Dynamics

https://mccrindle.com.au/insights/blog/generation-next-meet-gen-z-alphas/ Accessed 10.31.18
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Implications of Generational Information [Homogeneous Groups]
•

How do you see Gen Z from your generational view?

•

What characteristics have you observed or experienced with Gen Z or Gen Z
TCKs in your life?

•

What are some implications this information presents for your life or
professional practice?

Identity Formation

Early anchoring of a child’s development of identity is vital for Generation Z TCKs.
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Relationship Negotiation

1 _____________ 2 ______________ 3 _______________ 4 ______________

Stages of
TCKs

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Stages of
Mono-Cultural
Americans
Designed by Heidi Tunberg and Libby Stephens. Adapted for training by MTI.
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Berting Quadrants
Colloquial and International

Colloquial and Local

Cosmopolitan and Local

Cosmopolitan and International

Cosmopolitan: “a worldview: bi-or multilingual, cross culturally adaptable with highly developed critical
thinking skills and an international outlook.” Jurgensen p. 23
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What do we yet need to learn? Questions? [Mixed Groups]

From these questions, what are suggestions for further research would be helpful?
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